
 

COMING 2021 OVERVIEW AND 12 MONTHS 

HOROSCOPE REPORT 

Dear ABC, 

 

Thanks for choosing us www.astrozing.com  

 



we have been consulting for Vedic astrology for over 3 

2021s with over 100,000 Horoscopes analysed: 

 

 

The coming 2021 Overview & coming 12 Months 

report sections: 

•   What does your dasha effects say  

•    Yearly overviews  career, finances, love, marriage, 

health 

•    Coming 12 months   - month wise trends 

 The overview of coming 2021 up to 2030 for 

health/wealth/Family and money matters  

 

Note: The events in life area  mix of transit and 

dasha effects. Both have been suitably covered 

in the report for you 

 
 

2021 Horoscope and coming 12 months 

Forecast, with Remedies   

 <br> 
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Scientific Analysis 

Basic personality and destiny Analysis: 

 You could have a highly independent nature and may 

not like any kind of interference   

 You may speak things  on the face of people.   yes 

some Yoga would help to control prana. 

 Avoid getting into conflicts. 

 You may also love animals and may take risk as well 

in this regard. 

 You  might be devoted to GOD and grandfathers 

 You could be wealthy with servants 

 You will receive praise and respect 

 You may also have high attraction for opposite sex 

and have more than average affair s  

 You are susceptible to allurement of sex, that has to 

be handled 



 You could have deep seated dislike for some people 

 Any tendency to drinking has to be managed well. 

  

Also 

 You could be independent, ambitious, well liked and 

wealthy 

 You could have interest in ancient cultures and have 

much wisdom 

 You could have interest in religion and mysticism 

 You could have love for pets and animals and be 

courageous 

 You could have a beautiful, magnetic, and clean, 

well-formed body 

 You have good karma, could have good marriage, 

and may have success in foreign lands 

   

BONUS more of Nadi   

       Saturn 

jup'           moon 

mars1          mars2 

      merc    

 You  would have the capacity even to rise from a 

humble roles at Office or family   or home  to high 

level of performance within  the Office or family   

with Your skills/abilities and effort . 

 You  at times could become hypocritical   generally 

careless, more extravagant so not good in dealing 

with matters of money related discipline or 

management or hands-on work. This is just an  

indication and may not be true 



 You also   have great strength of individuality but 

may appear cold and undemonstrative many times. 

You  are ambitious and generally aim at government 

or high roles at Office or family   or home. You  often 

hold high roles at Office or family   or homes. 

  You  could become rash, quarrelsome bit conceited  

timid and bold alternately.  

 You  are also prone to accidents and chronic 

diseases(hanuman chalsia is much needed). Just a 

word of caution and not to worry. 

You have  good intelligence- but there could be breaks in 

Your knowledge about domains( in some cases). 

 Be positive and help others more 

 Avoid any  overbearing attitude- which could cause 

resentment within the team or family  or the Office 

or family    

 In life you could get  involved in lot of controversies 

or conflict related  matters. If holding a good roles at 

Office or family   or home , the peace of the roles at 

Office or family   or home  is questionable.so do 

Yoga and hanuman chalisa to help yourself. 

 Mental stress and problems need more of Yoga. 

 Think and then acting   would make you of pure 

gold. 
 

 

Your Birth Chart Details: 



 

 
  

 

 



 Year 2020-21 : An Overview based on dasha 

  period  till dec  2021 

 You run merc  Jupiter  till august  2021 

 Jupiter  is lord of 9th and 12th bhava 

 Jupiter or Guru  9th lord in the 10th bhava and is 

weak but still being in Kendra(10th bhava) makes 

you fairly  famous or better known now. Also 

powerful and may have positions of honour or 

respect this time ( especially at office front). Much 

wealth would be earned, and luxury and comfort 

would be there. You would follow generally an ethical 

path and earn through the right means during the 

coming year. 

 . 

 BONUS: donate pen pencil  rubber to poor students 

and also hanuman chalisa daily chant and things 

could be better, 

  Also  

 You would gain in love and respect in the office. Your 

career could expand, and you would get opportunity 

to grow. 

       Your money/income could increase. You may feel 

a new influx in your love life 

 You might have outings  and fun this time 

 

 

 Merc-Saturn for the December 2021 



 As mercury is closely combust with sun in the 9th 

bhava and is  9th lord is in 10th, one could proper well 

in one’s business. Also you could make good profits. 

Your  brother could also help, and one could do well 

in money matters and also get prize for original 

contributions to any area in the mercury period. You 

would this time generally  through fair means. 

 also 

 Expected success in career after struggle. work 

pressure might also be there. Family problems may 

crop up. Try to maintain your optimism. 

 Money would be there- but expect delays in what 

you deserve 

 There might be some coldness in the love life and 

also in office life. 

 

2021 BONUS based on Nadi Shastra based 

2021 

 you could expect gains through opposite sex, be  

careful when moving in high places, association and 

help from   people in high positions.  

 One could expect increase in interest in family 

matters and love matters   coming up.           

 This period could be treated as a very favourable one 

in most of the matters taken up would end up 

successfully.  



 Your gains will come by help either from the opposite 

sex or from people in authority.   Your success to an 

extent will depend on them. You could expect 

emphasis on love. Matters to do with family things 

can come up.  

 One could  expect to get married(if not married) or 

expect a child birth. This is the time for you to 

expect good returns. Regarding money  matters 

success will come by use of practicality. 

 This is also a  time to put your energies on family 

matters with sympathy and   interest. They may 

need help to get solace. 

 

 Year 2020-21 : Detailed readings 

Part One: The effects in the major areas of life are 

likely to be on the following lines during 2020 . 

 
CAREER for coming 12 months: 

>>2021 

 Matters regarding career could expand in this time. 

 Try to cash on expansion and growth in terms of 

circle of influence. Fasting on Thursdays would 

directly help careers. Growth possible in matters to 



do with teaching/training and religion. Good time to 

expand business/new department. Returns could be 

good this time in the efforts that you put in. 

  

Also 

 · Your career would expand in this time significantly 

 . You will encounter situations to do the same 

 . You will have ample enthusiasm in the office 

 . There could be lot of meetings with new people in 

the office environment 

 . Avoid worry due to over work or over ambition  at 

work place. 

 . Your interests towards religion would increase and 

that would help you professionally as well. 

 . Your position in career and your reputation at work 

will go through many challenges during these times. 

 . Also your sphere of influence would improve. 

 . You will very much enjoy this part of life due to 

achieve honour and prestige. 

 

 FINANCE for coming 12 months 

 >>2021 



 Matters regarding finance could expand in this time. 

Try to cash on expansion. Fasting on Thursdays 

would directly help finances. Growth possible in 

matters to do with teaching/training and religion. 

Good time to expand. 

 Returns could be good this time 

 

LOVE & MARITAL Life coming 12 months 

>>2021 

· Fun in love life would increase 

· You may have many outings and pleasure trips at this 

time 

. Falling into new affairs is not ruled out. 

. Your relationship would grow warmer and would fructify 

better in this time 

. Your interest in dharma would greatly help to enhance 

the relationship. 



 
CHILDREN Overview for coming 12 months 

. The children would do well but avoid being hard  on 

then. Be compassionate and loving and they would 

bring in better results now.  

.They could get more involved in energy requiring 

sports 

 They may responds well physically and mentally to 

situations  

 

Health overview for coming 12 months 

Better health. 

Improvement in many areas. 



More stamina. 

Good response to medication. 

 
Part Two: Month wise trends for coming 12 months 

transits based 

Further breakup of the year 2021  to focus on more 

trends. 

December ending and Jan 2021 

 Now delays could be there . There might be un-

expected matters that may come up . More  

surprises would be there . There could be newness 

and change around. and also  There could be 

changes .More  newness in situations . More 

messages coming to you . There could be newness 

and change around. Guard yourself. This is a time 

you should take extra care for your health. Try to 

be forgiving and avoid any clashes with near and 

dear ones. Try to maintain your  position in office 



by maintaining a low profile. Keep a check on 

expenses. 

Feb 2021 

 There could be changes . More messages coming to 

you . More outings could be there . You need to 

move slow now . and also  You may have to take 

more responsibility . Your home roles may increase 

. Your health needs care . You need to move slow 

now .In this month in general you could expect a 

general mental anxiety which could make you feel 

angry.  You may feel tiered due to nervousness. 

Your near and dear ones  may go against you. Take 

care of money/wealth in general and try to 

maintain your position 

 

 March 2021 

 Now there could be fun . more outings are there  . 

Your socials could increase . You have been more 

forgiving . and also  Now delays could be there . 

There might be un-expected matters that may 

come up . More  surprises would be there . You 

have be more forgiving .You may develop more 

cordial relationship with your spouse. Also expect 

some gains in your office in terms of recognition of 

your work. Your children may make you feel proud. 

 April 2021 



 There could be new plans & projects . There could 

be changes have to be dealt with . There could be 

newness and change around. You need to move 

slowly now . and also  Now  matters would move 

slow . This time sensitivity towards others is 

needed . You have focus on details . You need to 

move slow now .Do exercises to keep worry at bay. 

It is better to be forgiving and not pick-up quarrels. 

Also try to keep your spirits high. Avoid lending of 

money or anything else to others. 

May 2021 

 Now  matters would move slow . You have focus on 

details . You need to move slow now . more outings 

are there  . and also  Now there could be fun . Your 

meetings could increase . There could be more 

positivity is there in the environment . more 

outings are there  .Expect to be rewarded at your 

office. The success rate would be very high in this 

period. The health would improve, and the money 

inflow would also improve. 

June 2021 

 You may have to take more responsibility . Your 

health needs care . Your roles at office also need 

care . more outings are there  . and also  This is a 

time to re-plan life . It may not be great time job 

wise . Your going deep would help. more outings 

are there  .In general profitability would be less and 



take care before you trust people. You could expect 

a negative attitude from people and may cause 

trouble in the head. Try to avoid bad company. 

 July  2021 

 This is a time to re-plan life .  It may need re 

thinking about matters . This may not be great time 

money wise . You have been more forgiving . and 

also  You will have to work hard .Now  work is 

worship . You have be more forgiving .This is a 

time to rejoice with friends and relatives. People 

who oppose you would be subdued. You would 

acquire wealth and health and may get an increase 

in status. 

 August 2021 

 You will have to work hard .Now  work is worship . 

There could be newness and change around. and 

also  Your compassion is much needed . You have 

to avoid being impulsive . This time haste has to be 

avoided . There could be newness and change 

around. Traveling could be a problem during this 

time. Do not simply trust anyone, no matter A 

friend. The health could be affected and take care 

of the food you take. There could  be an impact on 

pleasures of bed. 

 September 2021 



 Your compassion is much needed . This time haste 

has to be avoided . You have been more forgiving . 

You need to move slow now . and also  There could 

be new plans & projects . There could be changes 

have to be dealt with . There could be newness and 

change around. You need to move slow now 

.Investments has to be very carefully made. You 

may spend a lot. There is a Possibility of you being 

worried or depressed. Avoid any kind of laziness or 

getting  depressed. 

 Oct  2021 

 There could be new plans & projects . There could 

be newness and change around. Your initiative at 

your end is needed . more outings are there  . and 

also  Now  matters would move slow . You have 

focus on details . You need to move slow now . 

more outings are there  .This is a period when your 

wishes would be fulfilled, and you would get 

commensurate  rewards to the effort you put in. 

You could expect less trouble from the health point 

and freedom from worries. You may have increased 

flow of money and other materialistic things. 

 Nov  2021 

 Now  matters would move slow . Now situations 

need more cooperation at your end . This time 

sensitivity towards others is needed . You have 

been more forgiving . and also  Now there could be 



fun . more outings are there  . Your socials could 

increase . You have be more forgiving .This is a 

period when you may feel some lack of enthusiasm. 

Take care of the health of your spouse or 

subordinates and children. Avoid any possible 

conflicts with your near and dear ones. You may 

have to travel with not many rewards. Stomach 

needs to be taken care off. 

 Dec 2021 

 Now there could be fun . more outings are there  . 

Your socials could increase . There could be 

newness and change around. and also  Now delays 

could be there . There might be un-expected 

matters that may come up . More  surprises would 

be there . There could be newness and change 

around. Take special care of your health and before 

embarking on a journey- try to weigh the  pros and 

cons on if you should go on it or not. Also avoid any 

kind of arguments with people who may not be in 

your favour and specially your boss in office. 

 

Solar Transits remain same- but other planet transits 

change 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free to Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 



 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 



 

 

 


